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As technology evolves, the need for automation increases. Increasing automation requires
applications to perform defined tasks. The aim of this thesis is to examine the process of
software development and to create a definition of requirements for the acquisition of a diary
application for a company working in the energy sector. This thesis was researching the
commonly used methods and activities for software development, focusing especially on
gathering requirements and on high-level design. For the definition of requirements, the
company’s needs and wishes towards the diary application were mapped. Based on the
mapping, the data to be included, the necessary interfaces and the functionalities for the
application were defined. Functionalities of the application were documented using process
descriptions and use cases. This thesis has also considered the aspects of system architecture,
the possibility for a cloud platform, as well as the layout for the user interface for the diary
application. Based on the results of the thesis, the company is better equipped to acquire a
diary application that fulfills their specific needs.
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Teknologian kehittyessä automaation tarve yhteiskunnassa kasvaa jatkuvasti. Lisääntyvän
automaation toteuttamiseen tarvitaan sovelluksia suorittamaan halutut tehtävät. Työn
tavoitteena oli tutustua sovelluksen kehitysprosessiin ja luoda energia alalla tomivalle
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

aFRR

automatic Frequency Restoration Reserves

AWS

Amazon Web Service

Azure

Microsoft Azure

ELY

Centre for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment

FCR-D

Frequency Containment Reserve for Disturbances

FCR-N

Frequency Containment Reserve for Normal Operation

IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service

IoT

Internet of Things

mFRR

manual Frequency Restoration Reserve

PaaS

Platform as a Service

SaaS

Software as a Service

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition

SMS

Short Message Service

UML

Unified Modeling Language

UMM

Urgent Market Messaging

XML

Extensible Markup Language
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Empower is an international company providing solutions for building a smarter society.
Their control room’s operating services – which are a part of Empower IM’s service portfolio
– work 24/7, delivering solutions for both monitoring and energy balancing. Monitoring
service operates for customers ranging from power production to distribution, including
problem solving together with local service agencies. Energy balancing services execute
trading on the ‘Elbas’ market around the clock, balancing the production by selling and
purchasing electricity. Empower IM is the only neutral actor on the Nordic electricity market
(Empower, 2020).

Empower’s control room serves a large number of customers, and handles a lot of data and
varying events every day. Safety and quality at the work are important aspects of the
operations, especially on the field of electricity production and distribution, as well as for
energy balancing. Any mistakes can cause a serious threat for health on the field and also
become very costly financially. As the control room operators work in shifts, it is important
that anything that happens during the shift can be transferred to the next operator and
recorded for any further need. To make it easier to remember and share events, operators use
a diary, in which all important information should be recorded. In many companies’ control
rooms, the diary used is often still an old manually filled Excel table, which does not collect
data from anywhere and the information recorded is highly dependent on the actions of the
individual operators. It can easily happen that some important event is missing from the
diary, making it very difficult to find out afterwards what has happened. Therefore, control
room operators have a clear need for automation to collect and record all the important data
and events to the diary. It will help both daily operations and ensure that there is a record of
all important events if they need to be investigated afterwards. Nevertheless, of course,
manual notes cannot be fully replaced by automation, but it can complement them and reduce
their amount significantly.
Automation is an increasing trend today. It can be defined, for example, as ‘a process
performed without human assistance where the system executes program of instructions to
complete specific task’ (Groover, 2014). Companies add automation to their functionalities
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for many different reasons, such as to boost productivity, reduce costs, improve safety,
improve quality or to reduce routine manual tasks (Groover, 2014). From this list, improving
safety, improving quality and reducing routine manual tasks can be seen as Empower’s key
reasons for increasing automation. Data and event gathering through automation improves
the quality of work as there are fewer missing events. All routine manual tasks can be
reduced because individual operators do not need to note down as many things manually.
This was the starting point for this thesis; the need for automation for Empower’s control
room diary.

The automation process of a control room diary requires a lot of preparatory work before the
actual development phase. It can be difficult to define the needs, the data to be collected and
a suitable application for the diary. Automated data gathering with Excel is one option, but
it might not be the best solution for Empower. From the beginning it was evident that the
most optimal solution for their automated diary would be a completely new application that
is developed for the purpose.

1.2 Goals and limitations
The goal of this thesis is to research software engineering process in general and, as a case
study, produce a specific definition of requirements for Empower’s new control room diary
application. The research aims at presenting the software engineering required, before
continuing with the application development phase. The thesis goes through the general
software engineering steps and presents the main framework needed, focusing on identifying
the requirements and on high-level design. A case study shows how software engineering
can be implemented for the Empower control room diary application. On the basis of the
research, a detailed definition of requirements will be produced to serve as the base for the
diary application to be acquired. Although the case study is made specifically for Empower’s
control room, it is possible to apply it for any other company’s similar diary application by
following the general software engineering process that is presented. This thesis will answer
the following research questions:
-

What are the main software engineering frameworks for developing an application?

-

What are the specific needs for an automated diary?

-

How can the requirement gathering methods be implemented in a case study?

-

What are the general recommendations based on the case that was studied?
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The scope of this thesis is limited to requirement gathering and on high-level design due to
the size of the project and the time scheduled. Software development process building on the
aspects covered by this thesis can be used as a great starting point for Empower and a
selected software development company later on.

1.3 Structure
The structure of the thesis consists of a theory part that introduces software engineering in
general and a case study part that presents requirement gathering and high-level design for
the diary application. The theory part includes short introduction to software processes and
software development models. Requirement gathering and high-level design will be
described in more detail because they relate closely to the goal of defining the requirements
for the diary application. The diary application part focuses on defining the application and
producing the required documents for the application procurement.
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2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

2.1 Software processes
Software systems play an increasingly important role in our society and are part of almost
every human’s life. Numerous things around us use software; from simple electrical devices
to complex industrial systems and the internet. Mobile phones, computers, cars and factories
are all examples of things that require software to work. Software engineering as a discipline
is a part of computer science, which consists of techniques and methods for software
development and building. The main goal of software engineering is to create reliable,
efficient and economically viable software systems (Demeyer et al., 2008).

Software engineering processes consist of different activities that ultimately create new
software systems. There are numerous different implementations that each require a different
kind of software system, making it impossible to develop a universal development model.
The models used should be based on the needs of the customer and the skills of the
individuals developing the software (Sommerville, 2015). Despite the complexity of the
issue, all the software engineering projects include the same basic activities in some form
(Stephens, 2015):

1. Requirement gathering:
At the beginning, one of the first steps is to figure out the customer’s requirements. They
reflect the wishes and needs of the customer, and set the goals for the project. Defining
requirements can be time-consuming, but it is a crucial part of the project. When done well,
it can save a lot of time and money later. After the requirement documents are created, it is
easier for both the project team and the customer to realize and follow where the project is
heading (Stephens, 2015).

2. High-level design:
After customer’s requirements have been defined, it is time to move on to the high-level
design phase. In the high-level design phase, the project will divided into smaller pieces that
consider major functionalities and interfaces of the final application. Without too much
detail, it defines what different pieces will do and how they interact with each other.
(Stephens, 2015).
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3. Low-level design:
Low-level design focuses on the details of the different pieces of the application. As highlevel design focused on what the piece will do, low-level design will specify how it is
executed (Stephens, 2015).

4. Development:
In the development phase, a programmer refines the low-level design as much as needed to
create a code. After implementation, the programmer tests the code and removes all the
possible bugs that they are able to identify (Stephens, 2015).

5. Testing:
Testing is an important and a constant part of a software development project. Finding all
the bugs in a code is nearly impossible. Testing should be done by the programmer
themselves and someone else because it is very difficult to spot one’s own mistakes. After
different parts of the code have been implemented, the application should be tested in its
entirety. Every time when a bug is identified, it is important to fix it immediately, because
later on it will always require more work (Stephens, 2015).

6. Deployment:
After the application has been tested and is considered ready, it is time for its deployment.
Deployment can be a challenging task, because it can require for example new equipment
for the customer, some user training, customer support and continuous bug fixing, as many
users are testing the application (Stephens, 2015).

7. Maintenance:
Maintenance is the last phase of the project. It includes fixing the bugs that users have
discovered, making improvements and adding new features (Stephens, 2015). Application
is never fully complete – there is always some way to make it even better.

2.2 Software development models
Software development models are simplified representations of the software processes. They
are common frames that represent the process from a certain point of view, but do not include
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much detailed information (Sommerville, 2015). The development process can be done in
several ways. The most optimal way depends on the characteristics of the software, as well
as the capabilities of the software developers. One option is to use a plan-driven predictive
method, which means that the planning process is very structured and the process activities
are planned before the software development. The progress is measured by following the set
plan. Another end is an agile method, where planning and software development will
progress simultaneously and in the beginning the development team only has the most
critical requirements. These requirements will be improved and new ones added for the
following increments. The agile design method works better when the requirements are
changing rapidly, because it is more flexible and it is faster to get the system in use than in
the plan-driven alternative. Sometimes – especially with some large systems – it is smart to
use both development processes for different parts of the system (Sommerville, 2015). This
chapter will introduce the predictive, incremental and agile software development methods
briefly.
2.2.1 Predictive development models
Predictive software models aim at producing complete applications at once. These are
straight-forward models, where the previous phase has to be completed before next one can
start. The application will be designed and coded based on the requirements gathered in the
beginning. Ideally all the requirements are clear from the beginning to the end (Stephens,
2015).

Predictive models have a couple of clear weaknesses what comes to the software
development. The first problem is the relatively long delivery time from requirement
gathering to being operational. As the business environment changes fast, the application
can end up being useless, if its development process has taken too long. The second problem
is the poor reaction speed for any changes during the process. Models do not include
feedback loops for changing requirements, so essentially all the previous phases should be
redone. Predictive models work the best in small projects were the requirements are clear
and the timescale is short enough to keep them from changing significantly (Stephens, 2015).

The waterfall model presented in Figure 1 is a typical plan-driven software development
model, where process activities are planned and scheduled before the start. The progress runs
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from one phase to another without feedback, and the next stage does not start until the
previous has been finished and approved. Making any changes to the application can be
complicated, because it leads to having to repeat all the previous stages.

Figure 1. The waterfall model (Stephens, 2015).

Regardless of the weaknesses mentioned above, the predictive development model has value
among certain types of applications, such as embedded systems, critical systems and as part
of larger software systems. Embedded systems include a hardware, which has been designed
to perform some specific task. Because of the inflexibility of the hardware, the functionalities
of the software should be confirmed early. Critical systems must be able to make analyses
for safety and security purposes and the specification and design should be completed before
the start. Finally, what comes to larger software systems, the complete specification of the
hardware systems may be required, because it makes it easier for different companies to
develop different subsystems independently (Sommerville, 2015).
2.2.2 Incremental development models
The main idea behind incremental development models is that the specification and
development progress side by side. Incremental development can be either plan-driven or
agile, but usually it is a combination of the two. The incremental development model is
presented in Figure 2. In the beginning, the most important required functionalities will be
defined and developed. After the development, the customer and the users will evaluate if
the application is able to fulfil the required functionalities. If the system does not fulfil the
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requirements or some new functionalities are needed, improvements will be added for later
increment. New increments will be delivered until the system is able to fulfil the customer’s
requirements (Sommerville, 2015).

Figure 2. Incremental development (Sommerville, 2015).

When developing a software system, it is very difficult or even impossible to identify and
define all the functionalities at the beginning. Customer’s demands can change during the
development process, mistakes can be found, or some functionality can prove to be very
expensive. The incremental development gives the developer faster feedback between the
activities. Compared to a plan-driven development, incremental development has a lot less
documentation to be changed between versions. Because of that, adding new requirements
is much more cost-effective. For the customer, it is easier to comment and test a software
than to evaluate design documents. The customer may also be able to use the software when
the most important functionalities are implemented, even if it does not include all of them
(Sommerville, 2015).

Incremental development is the most common solution for software development. However,
it still not perfect: the progress is harder to follow, because documentation is not necessary
produced before every version. Another problem is that after adding new functionalities,
afterwards the code can easily become too messy. This can be prevented by using strict
architecture that is planned in advance (Sommerville, 2015).
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2.2.3 Agile development models
Agile development methods are designed to respond to the rapidly changing demands of the
business environment and the customers’ requirements. The goal is to get the application out
fast, including just the most critical features. After the first increment has been published,
the customer will be able to work with the application, while the software development team
can focus on adding new features and on improving the existing ones. New increments could
be delivered to the customer quickly, for example every two or three weeks. The customer
is actively involved in the development process and the development team gets feedback
quickly (Sommerville, 2015). Figure 3 presents the continuous loop between requirements
for engineering and the design and implementation. As a result of each loop, a new increment
is created.

Figure 3. Agile development model (Sommerville, 2015).

Agile software development methods are also incremental, but the difference compared to
incremental methods is that all the increments in agile development are complete for use
(Sommerville, 2015). Increments are not prototypes and each increment includes every basic
development step for creating a functional application. The advantage of fully tested
increments is that any bugs are identified quickly and it makes it easier to fix them. That also
makes the code high quality, as it has delivered for the customer’s needs (Stephens, 2015).

2.3 Requirements engineering
Requirements are an important part of software development. They describe the software’s
features and the functionalities that the customer wants it to include. If requirements are not
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defined well, the outcome of the project could be something else than what the customer
wishes for (Stephens, 2015). This chapter focuses on the common engineering requirement
activities: requirements definition, requirement categories, gathering requirements,
requirement specification, requirement validation and requirement change.
2.3.1 Requirements definition
The description of requirements should be done carefully. To prevent misunderstanding and
an unwanted outcome, it is necessary to consider some properties that the requirements
should have. There are five basic properties which make the requirements good. Firstly,
requirements must be clear, concise and easy to understand – they cannot be vague or illdefined (Stephens, 2015).

The second property for a good requirement is being unambiguous: there should be only one
way to understand what the purpose of the requirement is. It is good to ask the customer’s
opinion on how they understand the requirements, and to make sure that you see it the same
way (Stephens, 2015).

The third property for a good requirement is consistency: requirements cannot argue against
each other or contradict themselves. It must be possible to satisfy all the requirements
simultaneously (Stephens, 2015).

Often projects are tight in budget and time. That could lead to the reduction of some of the
requirements. However, reducing requirements is not an easy task – it can be difficult for the
customer to decide which requirements are less important and can be left out, or perhaps
moved to some later version. For that, it is necessary to prioritise the requirements.
Prioritising can be done in many ways, but the main idea is to think about which
requirements are the most vital. One widely used method for prioritising is the ‘Moscow
method’. The name originates from the consonants in the word MOSCOW (Stephens, 2015):
-

M – Must: Includes requirements which are vital for the project.

-

S – Should: Includes important requirements which should be added, if possible.

-

C – Could: Includes desired requirements, which are not necessary.

-

W – Won’t: Includes optional requirements, which maybe can be added to a later
version.
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The last property of a good requirement is that it must be verifiable: it must be known if the
requirement is achieved or not. The verifiability requires that the requirement is limited and
strictly defined (Stephens, 2015).
2.3.2 Requirement categories
Requirements can be classified in several ways. Putting requirements in categories is not
mandatory, but it can help in recognising if there is something missing. One common way
to classify requirements is an ‘audience-based’ classification. In audience-oriented
categories, requirements are classified based on the different points of view that each
audience has. An audience-oriented classification includes five different categories which
are: business requirements, user requirements, functional requirements, non-functional
requirements and implementation requirements (Stephens, 2015).

Business requirements are customer expectations for the result of the project. Those
requirements are more like marketing objectives, and it can be challenging to achieve them
through software engineering. Software is merely a tool, but it will need someone to use it.
Software itself cannot gain more sales or customers (Stephens, 2015).

User requirements are descriptions of the processes to be performed by the end-users. They
can include different kind of documents, such as text descriptions or diagrams. User
requirements show what the end-user will do in order to benefit from some service that the
system provides (Sommerville, 2015). System requirements can be described by using
methods such as use cases or prototypes (Stephens, 2015).

Functional requirements are similar to user requirements, but also includes things which are
not visible to the users (Stephens, 2015). Functional requirements describe how the system
should react to different kind of inputs and how to behave in certain situations (Sommerville,
2015).

Non-functional requirements are a different type of quality requirements, which affect the
system behaviour or its constraints. They describe things such as reliability, performance or
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security of the software functionalities (Stephens, 2015). Non-functional requirements are
not directly connected to the specific service that the system provide (Sommerville, 2015).

Implementation requirements are a transition phase functions that are needed to transfer old
system’s features to a new system. They are only temporary and will be removed later on
(Stephens, 2015).
2.3.3 Gathering requirements
The purpose of requirement gathering is to understand the work and the needs of a customer,
in order to develop a new system that supports their work (Sommerville, 2015). Gathering
requirements from customers can be done in many different ways. Interviewing and
shadowing the users at their work are among the most common methods.

Gathering requirements through interviews is almost always a part of the process in
requirement engineering. In interview meetings, a person or a team who gathers
requirements asks questions from the customer about the current system and system to be
developed. Interviews can be organised with closed, predefined questions or without tight
frames, as an open interview. Usually the interview is a combination of both an open
interview and closed questions. The requirements are identified based on answers to these
questions (Sommerville, 2015).

Gathering requirements by interviewing can be difficult sometimes. The customer can have
problems with articulating his needs and difficulties visualising what the system could be
like. For that reason, the customer’s requirements are usually not very specific or detailed
(Sommerville, 2015). It can also be difficult for the customer to identify all the little details
considering their work that can be important, because it is so obvious for them (Stephens,
2015).
When trying to find out the customer’s needs, it can be helpful to use questions starting with
who, what, when, where, why and how. With these questions it is easier for the requirement
gathering person or a team to keep in mind what the customer wants. Who will be using the
software? What does the customer want the software to do? When is the software needed?
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Where will the software be used? Why is the software needed? How should it be done?
(Stephens, 2015).

Shadowing the software user at their work is another good method for finding out the
customer’s needs. It is possible to use the method to learn what tasks they need the software
to perform and how they perform them now. There might be chance to notice things that
they would not be able to tell you during interviews, because they do not recognise it
(Stephens, 2015).
2.3.4 Requirements specification
After customer’s expectations and needs are gathered, the next step will be to convert goals
into requirements. It is necessary to refine requirements to make them clear, unambiguous,
consistent, prioritised and verifiable. When refining customer’s requirements, it is useful to
use techniques such as copying existing systems, using previous experiences and
brainstorming (Stephens, 2015).

Functionalities of an existing system can be used as requirements and many parts can be
included in the new system. It can save a considerable amount of time when it is possible to
benefit from an old system. Previous experience from similar project is always helpful when
refining requirements. It is easier to determine what is needed, how it is done and how long
it might take. Visualising the new system is also possible when you have seen a similar
system before. Finally, brainstorming is a technique which can lead to creative solutions.
When a group of people look for a solution together, many more views get considered than
what one person would be able to do (Stephens, 2015).
When requirements have been defined properly – as mentioned before in chapter 2.3.1 – it
is time to write them down. They can be recorded in various ways. A widely used method to
record requirements is by using natural language, UML, user stories, use cases and
prototypes (Stephens, 2015).

Natural language is a traditional and the most popular way to record requirements. It is
expressive, intuitive and a natural choice, because project teams have been using it for years.
However, it can also be vague and ambiguous. When using natural language for requirement
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definition, it is important to write carefully, clearly, and in standard form without technical
software engineering language (Sommerville, 2015).

The Unified Modelling Language, UML, contains 13 defined diagrams that describe
different pieces of the system. UML diagrams are divided into three categories: structure
diagrams, behaviour diagrams and interaction diagrams. Defining requirements using UML
can be too complex and take too much time if the customer does not have previous
experience in UML (Stephens, 2015).

User stories are short stories which describe how the system lets the user to perform a task.
User stories are a good method, because people are already familiar with stories, so it does
not require extra training. With user stories, requirements could be expressed very flexibly
without too many details. However, stories can sometimes be confusing, ambiguous,
inconsistent and unverifiable (Stephens, 2015).

Use cases describe interactions between users and the system by using a graphical model
and structured text. Use cases represent all the possible interactions that will be described in
the system requirements. In a graphic model, actors in processes are presented as stick
figures and use cases as a named ellipse. The graphic model shows the interactions between
the actors and the use cases. Each case is described in text on a template, which includes at
least the title, operator, main result and exceptions (Sommerville, 2015).

Prototype is a model version of a software. It is a way to show the customer how a software
can behave or look like. Prototype is often easier for a customer to visualise than different
kinds of textual description methods. Prototype can be functional or non-functional. A nonfunctional prototype includes components and looks like the real software but does not
actually do anything. Functional prototype, in contrast, looks and acts like a real software
but it is not necessarily the case. The software can use different methods, fake data or other
tricks just to show certain types of functionalities. After the customer gives feedback about
the prototype, it is possible to replace the prototype’s code and data with real ones and
develop it further based on the customer’s requirements. Another option is to reject the
prototype, start from the beginning and to create a whole new software based on the
customer’s requirements (Stephens, 2015).
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The best method for requirement specification depends on the project and its demands. If the
software is simple and for own use, the specification can be simple too (Stephens, 2015).
More complex software can require formal specification format to prevent badly defined
requirements.
2.3.5 Requirements validation
Requirement validation ensures that requirements define the system and include all the
functionalities that the customer wants. Validation is important, because it is much more
expensive if the mistakes in requirements are discovered at later stages of software
development (Sommerville, 2015).
2.3.6 Requirements change
In many projects the requirements will change during the project. The changes can be caused
by various reasons, such as that the definition of requirement should become more accurate,
a requirement will appeared to be very expensive to execute, or the customer simply gets
new ideas after seeing functioning pieces of the software. It is advisable to create some kind
of procedure for handling evolving requirements for situations when the customer suggests
changes. Then, it is possible to stay on track with the requirements and to evaluate how the
suggested change will affect the project (Stephens, 2015).

2.4 High-level design
The purpose of high-level design is to show how the main pieces of software will work
together and interact with each other. There are no clear rules what should be specified in
high-level design phase – it depends on the project at hand. However there are some common
things to be specified. In the high-level design phase, the environment of the software to be
used will be specified and, for example, a software development program and the hardware
will be sketched. High-level design does not focus on details how it will be implemented
(Stephens, 2015).
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2.4.1 Security
Application has several different security needs. In wrong hands, a lot of damage could be
done, or some sensitive data can be stolen and misused. In high-level design phase, it is good
to identify and outline those needs. The operating system has a security protocol of some
sort, such as login procedures and password standards in order to prevent irrelevant persons’
access to the application. Application needs either its own protocol, or it can use the
operating system’s security protocol. However, if the application uses the operating system’s
security protocol and users have different level of privileges to the application, privileges
still need to be defined (Stephens, 2015).

The application collects some kind of data regardless of the application type. Hence, data
security is very important and it must be ensured that information does not leak anywhere.
Nowadays, as many applications are connected to the internet, it also demands software
designers to think about network security along with data security. Although it might seem
that the biggest threat comes from the network, physical security must also be taken into
account. The application must be designed and the privileges should be shared according to
the user’s needs. It is not smart if the user does not have the needed privileges and a higherlevel user constantly shares account information. There is a risk that someone could aim at
getting account information for example from notes. Account information should be kept
private and be prevented from being shared among colleagues (Stephens, 2015).
2.4.2 Platform
At the high-level design phase, it is necessary to define the platform that will use the
application. Back in the days there were not many options for an operating system, but today
there is almost an unlimited amount of options. A traditional hardware platform can be used
on a desktop computer, laptop, tablet, phone or different kinds of smaller devices. A
hardware specification can also include many devices that are connected to each other by
some predefined way. The application can also be found on a website where it is possible to
use it on any device that has an internet connection (Stephens, 2015).

In modern software engineering, platforms are offered in a cloud. The use of a cloud platform
offers better ability to respond to changing business requirements. It releases the company
from traditional procurement and maintaining issues related to the hardware. Cloud
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computing services are offered as a different level of abstractions for the required hardware
(Vemula, 2019). There are several computing service options, of which three will be
introduced briefly.
The first computing service option is ‘Infrastructure as a Service’ (IaaS) that offers a virtual
machine. A customer manages the whole operating system and is free to host and run
applications as needed. The second computing service option is ‘Platform as a Service’
(PaaS) that offers a ready-made platform for an application to run. PaaS is more limited than
the IaaS and the customer is only taking care of the application, not the whole system. The
third computing service option is ‘Software as a Service’ (SaaS) where the service provider
manages both the hardware and the application (Vemula, 2019).
2.4.3 Interfaces
Interfaces describe how navigation inside the application is done, and how the different parts
of the application and any external applications will interact. It is necessary to outline the
interfaces in the high-level design phase, because it is easier to share work between different
groups when it is specified how these parts interact (Stephens, 2015).

The user interface describes the main methods for navigating in the application. Navigation
could be done in several ways, but the most users are used to a certain kind of interface. A
traditional way is to use different forms and menus which again open new forms. A number
of forms can be opened at the same time and navigation between the forms happens simply
by clicking the form you want to select (Stephens, 2015).

Another common choice is known from phone applications, where all applications start a
window covering the entire screen. Navigation between the applications is done through
menu starting a new application or by using ‘back’ button to get back to the previous screen
(Stephens, 2015).

Internal interfaces will define how different parts of the application interact. It is good to
define them clearly and unambiguously in the high-level design phase whenever possible. It
can save a lot of time and money compared to a situation that some parts of the application’s
interfaces do not meet each other (Stephens, 2015).
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The external interfaces will define how the application interact with other applications.
Usually, when creating a new system that needs interaction with the existing system, the
existing system already has its own defined interface that the new system must meet. In the
high-level design phase, it is necessary to recognise those systems and their interfaces
(Stephens, 2015).
2.4.4 Architecture
Architecture is a link between requirements and design (Stephens, 2015). It describes the
overall structure of the system, how different parts of the application fit together and how
they affect each other (Sommerville, 2015). A common way to represent an application
architecture is by using different kinds of diagrams, because it makes it much easier to
understand the application’s structure and framework compared to a text. There are many
different types of architectures, but usually the architecture pictures are consisting of boxes
and arrows between boxes. The boxes represent computational structures and edges are
communication conduits between structures like data flow or message passing (Dooley,
2011). This chapter represent a couple of common architecture styles.

Monolithic architecture means that a single application handles all by itself. A monolithic
application does not have any external connections, because it has all the needed information
inside the application. Among the disadvantages of monolithic architecture is the lack of
flexibility. Different parts of the system are closely linked together so any changes in some
lead to changes to every other part that use the same data. Monolithic architecture perform
the best in small applications that have only one programmer or a team coding the application
(Stephens, 2015).

Model-view-controller architecture presented on Figure 4 is an object-oriented architectural
pattern, which splits an application into three parts: the model, the view and the controller.
The model part is the executing element of the architecture. It is the processor that manages
the data elements, controls the states and responds to the queries. The controller is a part that
transmit user’s inputs to the model and view parts. The view part presents the data for the
user by utilising graphics and text (Dooley, 2011). An advantage of this separation is that it
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is possible to change the different parts of the application independently (Sommerville,
2015).

Figure 4. The model-view-controller architecture (Dooley, 2011).

Layered architecture presented on Figure 5 is another common architectural pattern, which
separates different parts of the system and offers a possibility to modify the layers
independently. As long as the interfaces between layers are well-defined, the layer can be
changed without changing other layers in the system. The independent development allows
for separated teams to work with different parts of the same system simultaneously
(Sommerville, 2015).

Figure 5. The ISO-OSI layered architecture (Dooley, 2011).

Client-Server architecture means that the application is shared to ‘client’ and ‘server’ parts.
The server parts provide the functions and the client part uses the functions. Server can be,
for example, some sort of a database and the client part needs to display information to the
user (Stephens, 2015). The user enters the input to the client part, which sends a request to
the server part. The server part receives the request and executes the required operation.
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After the server has executed the required operation, it will send a response to the client part,
which displays the output to user (Dooley, 2011).

The client and server parts of the application can be located in the same computer, but it is
more common that they are located in different computers and communicate through a
network. One well known client-server-based system is the World Wide Web, where the
browser works as a client and communicates with web server (Dooley, 2011). A client-server
architecture where parts of the application are located in different places is called two-tier
architecture and it is presented below in Figure 6. The two-tier architecture’s benefits
compared to an integrated client-server system is that the server can serve many clients
(Stephens, 2015).

Figure 6. Client-server two-tier architecture (Stephens, 2015).

In the two-tier architecture, clients and server are closely tied together. That causes a problem
if the server changes the format how it serves the data – all the clients must also change their
part of the application to match the new format. One possible solution to this problem is to
add a third part to the application that separates the client and server parts, which leads to a
three-tier architecture that is presented on Figure 7. The three-tier architecture provides
insulation between the server and the client, which is called ‘middle tier’. If there is a need
to for example change the data format of the server, it is only necessary to update the middle
tier to translate the data to the format that the client expects it to have. (Stephens 2015).

Figure 7. Client-server three-tier architecture (Stephens, 2015).
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Pipe and filter architecture presented on Figure 8 is a classic architecture pattern where
‘pipes’ transfer input and output data between the ‘filters’. The filters are for example small
independent programs that modify the input data. They can be ordered differently for
example sequentially, or in parallel. The order of the filters affects the output of the process.

Figure 8. The pipe and filter architecture (Dooley, 2011).

2.4.5 Outputs
Regardless the type of the application, it is often useful to create some outputs. An output
can be, for instance, in form of a report, data file, video, audio or an e-mail. Outputs are not
necessary for the users of the application, but it is beneficial for the developer to know how
the application is being used. It can help the developer to improve the application. At the
high-level design stage, it is good to sketch out the outputs that might be needed and leave
the details for low-level design and implementation stages (Stephens, 2015).
2.4.6 Database
All applications store data in some form, even if the application does not have a database.
Database design defines what kind of database the application will use and how it stores the
data. Data can be stored for example as a text file, XML file or by using relational databases
like Access, Oracle or MySQL. In high-level design stage, it should be defined which
relational database will be used as the application needs an external database. Contents of
the tables and the relationships between the tables could be sketched out also. There are three
common database design issues – audit trails, user access and database maintenance – that
should be considered during the high-level design phase (Stephens, 2015).

Audit Trails are for tracking down who has modified the records. It can be made for example
by using a history table that makes it possible to figure out later who did the modification,
when it was done and what records were modified. Audit trails are not always necessary if
there are no records that involve money, or important or confidential information (Stephens,
2015).
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User access is to define different levels of privileges between users. All the users cannot use
the same information and functionalities because they are not allowed to. Different levels of
user access can be organised with a table that includes privileges they should have. Privileges
can limit access to specific tables and columns or hide buttons in the application (Stephens
2015).

Database maintenance defines how to keep the database organised, effective and reliable.
There is a lot of data that is stored into the database over time, so there must be a plan how
to handle the data. How long should the records be stored in the database and what happens
after that time? Is it necessary to move the data to some data warehouse for long-term storage
for later use, or is it possible to just remove it? Reliability of the database can be ensured by
designing a backup and recovery system. The level of the backup system depends on the
classification of the data. Applications that include important data should have it copied
more often and in multiple locations. That can be done automatically, for example every
night (Stephens, 2015).

When designing a database, it is smart to leave a possibility for data configuration for users.
That saves a lot of work from the programmer, when there is no need for coding after the
customer wants changes to some parameters. The parameters could be stored to algorithms,
key amounts and durations in the database. The programmer can create configuration screens
for users and the users with privileges for configuration can modify the parameters as
necessary (Stephens, 2015).
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3. DIARY APPLICATION FOR A CONTROL ROOM
The idea of the study case was to replace an old manually filled excel diary with an
automated data gathering application. The diary application makes it possible to gather more
data and to transfer and store it more efficiently for later use. Increasing functionalities and
data make it more useful for specialists and other support groups of the control room. The
automated process also prevents the possibility of missing important data that could be useful
in the future. Despite of the increasing automation, manual notes still serve a purpose as a
part of the application. Software development process model is incremental and this chapter
will introduce the requirements that have been collected for the application, as well as some
important high-level design aspects that need to be taken into account when the application
is being developed. Most likely, the application will be acquired as a ‘software as a service’
application that is customised for the control room’s needs.

At the moment, the control room has three diaries which are all in an Excel format, including
specified columns that are filled manually. The control room has separate diaries for power
grid, hydropower and energy market. The diaries look almost identical, except for the energy
market diary, which includes two extra columns compared to power grid or hydropower
diaries. The columns have the titles presented on Table 1. For the Table 1, the titles were
translated from Finnish to English and reorganised to make it easier to compare them.

Table 1. Titles of data columns on a diaries.
Power grid diary
Location
Starting time Action Ending time Status SMS report Operator Additional information
Hydropower diary
Location
Starting time Action Ending time Status SMS report Operator Additional information
Energy market diary
Location
Starting time Action Ending time Status SMS report Operator Additional information Quantity Time scale

The first column on all the diaries is a ‘location’. It tells the location of the action noted in
the diary. The second column is ‘starting time’, which tells when action started. The third
column describes the action. It could be, for example, a disturbance or the name of the person
who is working at the location. The fourth field is the ending time. It is usually unknown, as
action has just started, but it should be filled after the action has ended. The ‘status’ column
indicates whether the action has been completed or not. The ‘SMS report’ is a column that
is filled simply with an “x” if the action in question requires an SMS report and it has been
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sent. The ‘operator’ column tells who has been the control room operator and made the notes
during the action. The ‘additional information’ column could include almost anything related
to the action, for example information about the contact on the field or additional information
considering the action. In addition to these common columns, the energy market diary also
includes ‘quantity’ and ‘time scale’ for notes considering energy balancing trades. As it can
be seen, the old Excel diary is pretty simple and highly dependent on the activity of the
operator.

3.1 Diary requirement gathering
The first step towards a diary application was gathering the requirements. It was done by
using interviews and shadowing the daily work of the specialists and control room operators.
Interviews were open and there were no tight frames with specific questions. There were
also no limitations considering the applications and the interviewed people had a possibility
to propose any requirements that they see useful for the new diary application. All the
interviewed people were company’s own staff, who have a long experience of the existing
systems. They had a clear vision of what should be included in the application and they were
able to give suggestions according their own specialities.

The requirements considered only user requirements, focusing mostly on the data that
needed to be gathered from different systems, but there were also a couple of functionalities
for the application. The requirements at this point are just a proposal. The user requirements
will be specified in the following Chapter 3.2 and the data to be gathered will be specified
in Chapter 3.6. At this point, the requirements and applications related to them will be
introduced shortly.
Siemens Spectrum Power 4.6 – Energy management system
Siemens Spectrum Power 4.6 is SCADA system used for controlling and monitoring power
plants and electrical distribution networks. It also offers a real-time information handling,
metering services and information transmission between different systems. A ‘system alarm’
list, ‘event’ list and ‘communication failure’ were proposed as data to be included in the
diary application.
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EnerimEMS – Energy market management system
EnerimEMS is an energy market management system designed for energy companies to
manage their energy market processes. Using EnerimEMS, it is easy to connect message
traffic to other systems. EnerimEMS includes general and parameterised data model for the
energy market, as well as applications for maintenance, calculation, reporting and
monitoring, integrated into the data model and the basic system. The data to be gathered in
the diary application was proposed to be activated energy balancing trades, actualised energy
balancing trades and changes of production plan.
Cisco Finesse – Telecommunication management system
Cisco Finesse is a telecommunication management system for control room’s
telecommunication. It includes a queue system and a possibility to pick a selected call from
the queue. The system has an integrated phonebook and it collects records on the control
room’s telecommunication. Telecommunication is used, for example, to lead the switching
on an electrical distribution network and on other communication with customers or
associates. From the telecommunication system, phone records were proposed to be gathered
in the diary application.
Microsoft Outlook – E-mail and calendar system
Outlook is a well-known and very common e-mail system in companies around the world.
An e-mail system is another important communication system in our control room, beside
the telecommunication system. It is used, for example, for sharing documents and
information with customers, or internally. Outlook also offers a calendar for managing the
schedule in the control room. The requirements towards the Outlook application were
calendar and specific e-mails considering safety announcements, Pamilo hydro power-plant
alarms and changes of ELY’s regulation.
Requeste Service Desk – Event and problem management system
Requeste is a service request system. The system is used for handling internal and external
service requests, as well as support requests and feedbacks. The proposed requirements
considering the Requeste application were to include old Requeste tickets and a functionality
for creating new ones.
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FCN – Data network management system
FCN is application made for monitoring the state and connections of customer’s data
network. The control room diagnoses the faults in a data network and makes service requests
based on the quality of the problem. From the FCN application, proposed requirements were
to gather the alarm list and functionality for creating service Requeste tickets.

3.2 Requirement specification
Requirement specification can be done in many different ways, as presented previously in
Chapter 2.3.4. It is important that specification is clear, unambiguous, consistent, prioritised
and verifiable. It was not possible to make a prototype of the application at this point, because
an application will be acquired based the results of this thesis. Natural language and user
stories were considered too informal, unclear and ambiguous for this case. The UML was
not familiar enough in the company and people involved in the requirement gathering did
not have enough time to absorb it. In contrast, use cases were already a familiar method
inside the company and suit our purposes well, so it was a natural choice for specification.
3.2.1 Process descriptions and use cases
Use cases split a process to pieces that each describe one part of it. They define specifically
what the user will do, what is the situation at the beginning and what is the outcome after
the described actions. If there are any exceptional outcomes, they should be mentioned in
the description.

For use cases, it was necessary to identify different processes based on the requirements that
the company hopes the application will perform. The process descriptions will describe the
process flow, operators of the process, additional details, demands and suggestions that
process will need, as well as the outcome. By analysing the requirements, six different
processes were identified for the diary application. The processes and use cases, presented
on Appendix 1, were:

1.1 Gathering data to the database and synchroning the calendar
The requirements that were listed included a lot of data gathering from different
applications. This process will describe the data gathering to the diary application’s own
database.
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1.2 Creating a query
After the required data has been gathered to the database, it should be possible to find it
easily. Creating a query process is meant for searching the desired data from the diary
application. This process includes a possibility to take manual notes concerning the
information and saving it in the database.

1.3 Creating a new notification
Since not all the required information exists in some other system, the application should
include a possibility to add completely new information. This process includes filling the
new information and saving it in the database. This functionality resembles the old Excel
diary.

1.4 Creating an interference message
When there is interference in some of control room’s monitored object, the operator must
create an interference message to inform the customer. Usually it is done by using email, but this process gives an opportunity to create an interference message using the
diary app and to send it to the customer.

1.5 Creating a Requeste ticket
A control room operator should create a Requeste ticket if it is noticed that something is
not working. This process gives a possibility to create a ticket using the diary application,
instead of by using the Requeste system. After an operator has created a Requeste ticket
via the diary application, it can be sent to the Requeste system.

1.6 Creating a FCN Requeste ticket
The control room monitors FCN network and whenever there is an alarm with certain
type of severity class, a Requeste ticket should be made. This process gives a possibility
to fill in a customer’s FCN Requeste ticket using the diary app and to send it to the FCN
service.
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3.3 Requirement changes and validation
As the diary application’s development process is planned to be incremental, it is clear that
there will be changes later on. The changes in user requirements will be considered together
with specialists as they appear. The assumption is that if a change is considered vital or
financially worth the investment, it will be updated to the next version. Another thing that
could cause changes in the requirements is the system as a service acquire model. All the
requirements, considering for example the platform, cannot be defined before there have
been discussions with the supplier of the application.

The user requirements presented in the previous chapter with process descriptions and use
cases are the most important requirements that must be included in the first version of the
application.

3.4 Security of the diary application
Security aspects of the diary application must be considered carefully. The diary application
handless a lot of data concerning Empower and its customers. It is important that the data
stays usable, reliable and does not end up in the wrong hands. To prevent misuse of the diary
application and the data, there are a few security aspects that need to be defined. The final
security solutions will be defined in the development phase together with supplier of the
application.

At first, there is the security of the application. The diary application must have a log-in
procedure to confirm who has the authorisation to use it. In this case, as the application does
not deal with sensitive data, it is enough to use the log-in procedure of the operating system.
The use of the operating system’s log-in procedure also allows the user to only to remember
one password instead of two. As there are less passwords to remember, it can reduce the
user’s need for making password notes that can be found by an unauthorized person.

Another thing to include in the application’s security is specification of the user privileges.
User privileges should be shared according to the needs of the user. The user must be able
to execute the required tasks without constant need for higher privileges. At the beginning,
there will be two different levels of privileges, the basic one and the administrator one. The
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basic privileges make it possible to use the calendar tab and the diary tab with an action list
including all the defined functionalities. The administrator privileges include the settings tab
in addition to the basic privileges. All the control room operators and specialists get the basic
privileges and the system specialists get the administrator privileges.

In addition to the application security, the security of the data in the application should be
defined. The data must be protected against leaks and unauthorized use. The biggest threat
to the data is assumed to come from the network. The application should identify the
applications and users that are allowed to access the data. If the diary application does not
recognise the user, it should not allow access to the data.

3.5 Platform for the diary application
Traditionally an application runs on a hardware platform. In the case of a diary application,
it is not an option, because the application is likely to be acquired as a computing service
that will use a cloud-based platform. If the application will be acquired as a SaaS or PaaS, it
is not necessary to think about the choice of cloud platform, because the service supplier
might not provide options. If the company ends up using IaaS computing service, it is good
to compare cloud platforms that can be used on a virtual machine.

Using a method by Ullah et al. (2020) that presents twenty-one key factors for choosing an
IoT platform, the most suitable platform for diary application will be examined. Although
their study has been made for IoT application, it could be used to find the best platform for
the diary application too. The study has found 21 key factors and compares how five of the
most used IoT platforms will meet them. The 21 key factors for selecting an IoT platform
are:
-

Scalability for growing business needs

-

Flexibility to support rapidly changing technologies and market demands

-

Support for different visualisation and data analytic tools

-

Built-in disaster recovery protocol

-

Stability which to survive in the market

-

Security of the platform

-

Does the customer have the data ownership

-

Protocol support for important protocols and a possibility to upgrade to new ones
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-

High enough system performance to handle and analyse events

-

Support from concept to sale

-

New technology works with legacy architecture

-

Attractive interface that is simple and user-friendly

-

Platforms pricing model

-

Does the platform provider have the cloud ownership

-

Interoperability with other ecosystems

-

Application Environment, applications available out of the box, characteristics of
application development environment and common interfaces

-

Hybrid cloud, together with a company’s local cloud

-

Possibility for platform migration if needed

-

Previous experience with similar applications

-

Support for new topologies and edge intelligence

-

Capacity of bandwidth (Ullah et al., 2020).

To select the best platform for a diary application, the key factors of those five platforms
were compared to diary application’s business requirements as the study proposed. Table 2
presents a comparison between the key factors produced by platforms and business
requirements. According to the study ‘yes’ means that feature is available, ‘no’ means that
application does not support the feature, ‘high’ indicates that the feature is strong, ‘good’
shows that feature is good, ‘bad’ indicates that feature is poor and ‘-‘ shows that feature is
unknown (Ullah et al., 2020).
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Table 2. Reflecting the twenty-one key IoT platform features in the five main platforms (Ullah et al, 2020).
Factor
Scalability
Flexibility
Data analytic
Disaster recovery
Stability
Security
Data ownership
Protocol support
System performance
Time to market
Legacy achitecture
Attractive interface
Pricing model
Cloud ownership
Interoperability
App. Environment
Hybrid cloud
Platform migration
Previous experience
Edge intelligence
Bandwith

Company requirements
Required
Important
Important
Important
Required
Required
Important
Required
Important
Important
Important
Important
Required
Required
Required
Important
Important

AWS
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
high
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
bad
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
-

Azure
yes
yes
yes
yes
high
yes
yes
yes
yes
bad
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
-

Google cloud
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
high
yes
good
yes
yes
yes
good

IBM Watson
yes
yes
no
high
yes
yes
no
yes
-

Oracle IoT
yes
yes
yes
no
high
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
-

As it can be seen in Table 2. AWS and Azure are relatively close to each other and fulfil all
features required by the company and most of the features classified as important. Both AWS
and Azure are good choices, and an application supplier that uses either one of those
platforms could be selected. If the supplier proposes some other platform, it can be
considered but should be investigated closely.

3.6 Interfaces of the diary application
This thesis focuses only on requirements gathering and high-level design. Interfaces will not
be defined, but need for interfaces should nevertheless be recognised. This chapter will
recognise the needed interfaces, specify the data according the gathered requirements and
sketch out an user interface.
3.6.1 Specifying the data to be gathered
The data flows between applications are presented in Figure 9, where rectangular shapes
describe applications and arrows indicate the direction of the flow of data. The diary
application will need an integration interface for all these applications and the definition of
these interfaces will be left as a part of acquired SaaS Service.
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Figure 9. Data flow between applications.

Specifying the data to be gathered will be done by using tables. The tables presented below
include title fields that identify the fields to be included from the selected applications for
the database of the diary application. The tables include Finnish and English language,
because the company works mainly in Finnish and some applications include tables written
in Finnish.

Siemens Spectrum Power 4.6
The energy management system collects data from the devices on the field. The field devices
such as circuit breakers, disconnectors, measurement devices and other grid components
send events and execute controlling commands ordered by a control room. All the events are
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collected to a control room’s event list, where they can be monitored. The event list includes
the fields presented in Table 3 and those fields from the systems database will be collected
to the database of the diary application.

Table 3. Event list from Siemens Spectrum Power 4.6 energy management system.

Siemens Spectrum
Event list
A
PVM/Aika MeCl

Käyttäjä

B1

B2

B3

Elem Muuttuja Teksti Status

The energy management system shares the larger event list to parts between grid and hydro
monitoring with different priority classes. The diary application will collect the original
event list without filtering. Filtering will be done in the diary application, if necessary.

EnerimEMS
The energy market system includes a large amount of data in different tables. According to
the requirement gathering in Chapter 3.1, there were three wishes for the diary application:
activated energy balancing trades, actualised energy balancing trades and changes in the
production plan. After further investigation together with specialists, we came to the
conclusion that it is not necessary to bring data about aFRR, FCR-N and FCR-D energy
balancing trades. Only mFRR is needed and therefore the history of mFRR energy balancing
trades will be gathered to the diary application.

During the requirement evaluation process, we were able to identify a couple of new things
for the diary application. It would be good to add data from EnerimEMS alarm application
and log browser. The alarm application shows the alarms on EnerimEMS, including the
UMM notifications, and the log browser offers a possibility to search for example the
executed calculations. It is especially interesting to know if the control room needs to
manually recalculate same calculation repeatedly. The gathered data from EnerimEMS
application is presented below in Table 4.
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Table 4. Gathered data from EnerimEMS energy management system.
Enerim EMS
History of mFrr Energy Balancing trades
Osapuoli Säätöobjekti Alkuaika
Loppuaika
Suunta
Säätömäärä Tuntikeskiteho Status
Kuittaus
EMS alarm application
Status
Alarm time Alarm
Alarm group
Value
Alarm limit Comment
Value status Target
Time level
Log browser
Time
Process
Announcement Type (Recalculation) Class (End user) Subsystem Server
User
User Group CustNro

Cisco Finesse
During the requirement gathering phase, Cisco Finesse was mentioned as providing data on
the answered and unanswered phone calls for the diary application. Cisco Finesse application
includes a table where it shows the recent call history. That table suits well in our diary
application and the data presented below in Table 5 will be gathered.

Table 5. Gathered data from Cisco Finesse telecommunication management system.

Cisco Finesse
Recent Call History
Type Number Disposition Wrap-up Reason Queue Start Time Duration Actions

Microsoft Outlook
The data to be gathered from Outlook is a little bit harder to specify. There are not clear
fields or tables to look at. Instead, the data gathering must be based on some key words in
an e-mail, in a title, the sender or something else that is easy to identify and specify. The
requirement gathering in Chapter 3.1 proposes that the diary application gathers Pamilo
hydro power-plant alarms, ELY changes of regulation and safety announcements.
After looking into the control room’s mailbox, we were able to identify that all the required
mails considering the related processes came with specific titles. The sender could vary and
the message part is not standard, but the title was always the same. To meet the previously
mentioned requirements, we selected those titles to be followed. The diary application will
inspect control room’s mailbox and save e-mails to the database if there are any of the titles
presented in Table 6.
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Table 6. Titles of e-mails gathered to the diary application database

Microsoft Outlook
Safety alarms
ELY changes of regulation
safety announcement säännöstelyt POPELY
turvallisuusilmoitus

Pamilo alarms
Fingrid säätötarjousten aktivointihälytys

The requirements also included copying the control room’s Outlook calendar to the diary
application.

FCN
The previous requirement gathering section proposed two requirements associated with the
FCN application. The first was a table that includes the information from the alarms in a
monitored data network. The second requirement was the possibility to send Requeste
service tickets. Table 7 presents the data field titles to be collected from the FCN application
and the field titles which are needed for the FCN Requeste service ticket.

Table 7. Titles of alarm table and titles needed to fill for Requeste service ticket from FCN application.
FCN
Alarms
Time Severity Recovery time Status
Info
Host
Problem Duration Ack
Actions Tags
Ticket
Otsikko
Tuotteet
Tyyppi Tila
Ilmoittaja
Luonti pvm/klo
Kuvaus
Vastuualue Mekaaninen vika Tapaus id Asiakas Ilmoitettu Pvm/aika Syöttäjä Vastuuhenkilö Prioriteetti

Requeste service desk
Like mentioned in Chapter 3.1, the Requeste service desk is made for handling internal and
external service requests, support requests and feedback. For the diary application, there is
a table including all cases on Requeste system. It includes data field titles presented in Table
8. The data fields needed for filling the Requeste ticket section on the diary application are
the same.

Table 8. Titles of data fields needed to collect for the diary application and for making Requeste ticket.
Requeste Service Desk
All cases/Ticket
Case id
Title Customer Date/time entered Description Kohteen tila Assigned to Found by Status

3.6.2 The user interface of the diary application
The user interface is an important part of the application. It should be clear and simple to
use. The first increment of the user interface consists of the diary tab, calendar tab and
settings tab. The basis of the diary application’s user interface comes from the old Excel
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diary, which the control room operators are already familiar with. The diary tab will look
similar, with a couple of added fields and functionalities based on the requirements. The
diary tab has been sketched out in Table 9.

Table 9. The diary tab sketch of the diary application.
Application

Object

Starting time

Subject

Additional information Ending time/Duration Status

Simens spectrum

MeCl + B1

PVM/Aika

B2 + B3

Elem + Muuttuja teksti

EMS alarms
Cisco Finesse

Target

Alarm time
Start time

Value + Alarm limit +
Alarm + Alarm group
Time level
Type + Wrap-up reason Number

Duration

Time

Problem

Info+Severity

Duration

Tuntikeskiteho
Announcement
Description

Loppuaika

FCN alarms

Host
Osapuoli +
Säätöobjekti
EMS mFrr history
EMS log browser
CustNro
Requeste Service Desk Customer

Alkuaika
Suunta + Säätömäärä
Time
Type (Recalculation)
Date/Time entered Case id + title

Comments Operator Action

Status

Create a query

Value status +
Comment
Disposition

Create a new notification
Create an interference message

Status+Ack
Status +
Kuittaus

Create a Requeste ticket
Create a FCN Requeste ticket

Status

The data gathered for the diary application’s database was specified in a previous Chapter
3.6. For the diary tab, it is necessary to harmonise the gathered information to present
different kind of data in the same table. In the sketch, the first column presents the application
where the data comes from. Columns from two to seven (Object, Starting time, Subject,
Additional information, Ending time/Duration and Status) present the gathered data fields
which are presented in these columns. Column eight (Comments) will be reserved for notes
considering the item in the same row and column nine (Operator) is for the name of the
person who left the comment and can give additional information, if needed.

The last column presents a drop-down list that has been opened for the sketch. The dropdown list includes the required functionalities like ‘make a query’, ‘add new notification’,
‘send an interference message’, ‘make a Requeste ticket’ and ‘make a FCN Requeste ticket’.
The idea is that as the user chooses an action, the application will open a ready-made form
for executing the action. The required functionalities were specified in Chapter 3.2.
The calendar tab is a copy of the control room’s Outlook calendar. The settings tab will not
be visible for a regular user. It is only available for the administrators and includes necessary
things considering important settings, such as privileges inside the diary application and a
possibility to modify ready-made forms. The full content of settings tab will evolve during
the application development process.
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3.7 Architecture and database of the diary application
The architecture of the diary application will be confirmed together with supplier, but based
on the requirements and high-level designing done in this thesis, it is going to be some sort
of a data-centric client/server architecture. As the diary application is planned to acquire
SaaS, it means that the database and the user interface will probably locate on a cloud
platform served by the supplier and used by the control room via web. However, the
applications that provide data for the diary application are located on Empower’s server. The
Empower’s server and the cloud platform are connected with each other via a network using
a middle tier. The middle tier is also located on a cloud platform and creates insulation
between the Empower’s server and the cloud platform. It will be used to create an integration
interface between them. Figure 10 presents one possible architecture model for the diary
application.

Figure 10. Architecture model for the diary application.

The diary application is very data-centric and it will collect a large amount of data from
different systems. For this reason, the database is a very important part of the application.
The database will be part of a SaaS and while this thesis will not specify it strictly, it will be
assumed that it will be some sort of a relational database including different kinds of tables.
One possibility is to use tables defined in the chapter 3.6. on interfaces of the diary
application.
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3.8 Outputs of the diary application
The diary application is meant for collecting data from different applications. The collected
data will be stored in a database and shown to the user according a query presented in
Chapter 3.2. The application must be capable of making a printout of a query result if needed.
The printout must be suitable for being generated to Microsoft Excel without messing up the
timestamp or other data. Another output listed in the requirement gathering phase is an email. The application must include a feature for sending an e-mail to the Requeste system
and as an interference message.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Automation is a constantly increasing trend in all functions of the society. It improves
people’s everyday lives by increasing productivity, reducing costs, improving safety,
improving life quality and reducing routine manual tasks. Progressive automation demands
software systems to execute programmed tasks. Software engineering researches techniques
and methods for software development and building. It involves a lot of different methods
which evolve constantly. There is not just one correct method for software development. It
depends on the nature of the software to be developed and the skills of the development
group. A development model can be plan-driven, agile or something between them. A plandriven method is a traditional way, where planning is made before the development phase,
whereas in agile method of development process planning come along with development.

Regardless of the chosen development method, software engineering always includes the
same basic steps in one form or another. Requirement gathering is the step that specifies
wishes and hopes considering the project and its results. High-level design splits a project
into smaller sections and defines the major functionalities and interfaces. Low-level design
takes it even deeper and focuses on the details. It defines how different parts of the software
work. In a development phase, the programmer turns plans into code and creates the
software. It will be tested and fixed constantly, as long as it fulfils the demands and all the
bugs that are identified are fixed. The tested and ready software proceed to a deployment
phase, where the software will be brought to use. The deployment phase includes user
training and fixing the bugs found by the users. The last step in the development process is
the maintenance phase that is a continuous process and contains improving and fixing for as
long as software is in use.

The study case part of this thesis included requirement gathering and high-level design for a
diary application, based on research of the development process. Requirement gathering was
done by interviewing and shadowing the daily work of specialists related to the control room.
As a result, the data sources and functionalities for the diary application were identified and
listed. After evaluating the different elements that were identified, the process descriptions
and use cases were created to define the final requirements. The gathered data and needed
interfaces were specified by looking at the related applications and the forms of data in these
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applications. The research also included a comparison between suitable cloud platforms and
sketching out an user interface. The user interface was made to resemble the old Excel diary
to make it more familiar for the operators. As a result of the thesis, Empower IM got a
definition of requirement to acquire the diary application for their control room’s use.

In summary, the goal of the thesis was to research software development process and apply
it to a case study that created a base for the procurement of a new diary application for
Empower IM. For the procurement process, requirement gathering and high-level design
were needed. As a result of the thesis, Empower IM got use cases and process descriptions
for their application development. The documents included all the processes with specific
functionalities defined at the requirement gathering phase. Along with process descriptions,
the thesis provided a lot of useful information concerning the new application; the interfaces
with other software systems were identified, the gathered data was defined, and the diary tab
was sketched out. Based on the results, Empower IM has already started the procurement
process by mapping out the potential software development companies that are able to
execute the diary application development.
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1. APPENDIX 1. PROCESS DESCRIPTIONS AND USE CASES
1.1 Gathering data to the database and synchroning the calendar
1.1.1 Process description
Table 10. Gathering data to the database and synchroning the calendar.

No.

Name

1.1

Gathering data to the database and synchroning the calendar

Description

The process includes gathering data from applications and
synchroning the calendar.
System

Operator
Performance
goals
Demands

and Applications,

suggestions

gathered

data

and

connections

between

applications has been defined.

Process flow
No. Operator

System

Additional details

1.

Diary updates the data in Diary application checks
the database

the

applications

individually

if

some

application has new data
and downloads it to
database.
2.

Diary

synchronises

the Diary application uses

calendar with the Outlook the
application.

control

Outlook calendar.

An alternative process flow
Nro Operator or role

System

Additional
information

1.

n/a

Other information

room’s

Diary application has lost connection and an update is not

Exceptions

possible.
The database has updated and the calendar has been

End state

synchronised.
Other demands

1.2 Creating a query
1.2.1 Process description
Table 11. Creating a query.

No.

Name

1.2

Creating a query

Description

The process includes a data search from the database and
shows it to a user.
User

Operator
Performance
goals
Demands

and User has logged in to the application and opened the diary tab.
The database has updated.

suggestions
Process flow
No.

Operator

System

Additional
details

User has a need to search
data

from

the

diary

database.
1.

Diary shows a drop-down Drop-down list:
list under the action column. create a query,
create

a

new

notification,
create

an

interference
message, create
a

Requeste

ticket, Create a
FCN Requeste
ticket.
2.

User chooses ‘create a
query’ from action list.

3.

Diary

opens

a

query

window.
4.

User

chooses

an

Application list

application for the query.

shows all the
applications
related to the
diary
application.
Application
field can be left
empty.

For

example, if the
user needs to
know

all

the

information
considering
some

location

apart from the
application.
5.

User chooses an object

Object

list

for the query.

shows all the
objects stored in
the database. An
object can be
empty.

For

example phone
records do not
have an object.

6.

User chooses a subject for

Subject

list

the query.

shows all the
subjects stored
to the database
which fit to the
selected object.

7.

User chooses a timeline

Timeline sets a

for the query.

limits for the
query.

Query

shows

the

results

which

has a starting
time inside the
timeline.
8.

Diary

checks

that

the For

timeline is valid.

example,

start date must
be before the
end date.

9.

User starts the query on
the monitor.

10.

Diary chooses the right
query from parameters.

11.

Diary prints an execution
and fault register for the
user.

12.

Diary executes the defined
query.

13.

Diary reports that the query
has been completed

14.

User checks the result on
the monitor.

User has a need to add
information for the event
or fill an empty field.
15.

User

fills

in

the

information.
16.

User

saves

information

in

the
the

database on the monitor.
17.

Diary

saves

the

added

information in the database.
18.

Diary prints the execution
and fault register for the
user.

19.

Diary

reports

that

the

information has been saved.
20.

User checks the result on
the monitor.

21.
An alternative process flow
No.

Operator or role

System

Additional
information

1.

n/a

Other information
Exeptions
End state

The needed query has been completed and confirmed from
the register.

Other demands

1.2.2 Use case diagram

Figure 11. Creating a query.

1.2.3 Use cases: administrator
Table 12. UC1 – Admit privilege.

Name

UC1. Admit privilege

Operators

Administrator

Conditions

Administrator has signed in to the application

Description

1. Operator moves to settings tab
2. Operator chooses ”admit privilege”
3. Operator gives a privilege to a user.

Exceptions

The application does not start. The operator does not find a
user to add privileges to.

Result

Operator has inserted privileges to a user.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a week.

Limits

If the operator does not have the administrator privileges, the
settings tab is hidden.

Categories

1.2.4 Use cases: user
Table 13. UC2 – Choose an action.

Name

UC2. Choose an action

Operators

User

Conditions

User has logged in to the application and opened the diary
tab.

Description

1. Operator chooses the action from the drop-down list

Exceptions

Action drop-down list is not visible to the user.

Result

Operator has chosen the action according to the needs.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

The operator does not have privileges to see all the actions.

Categories
Table 14. UC3 – Choose an application for the query.

Name

UC3. Choose an application for the query

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a query’ form.

Description

1. The operator chooses an application for the query.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen an application for the query.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

The operator does not have privileges to see all the objects.

Categories

Table 15. UC4 – Choose an object for the query.

Name

UC4. Choose an object for the query

Operators

User

Conditions

User has chosen an application for the query.

Description

1. Operator chooses an object for the query.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen an object for the query.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

The operator does not have privileges to see all the objects.

Categories

Table 16. UC5 – Choose a subject for the query.

Name

UC5. Choose a subject for the query

Operators

User

Conditions

User has chosen an object for the query.

Description

1. Operator chooses a subject for the query.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a subject for the query.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 17. UC6 – Choose a timeline for the query.

Name

UC6. Choose a timeline for the query

Operators

User

Conditions

User has chosen a subject for the query.

Description

Exceptions

1. Operator chooses a timeline for the query.

If starting time is after the ending time, the system will
show an error message.

Result

Operator has chosen a timeline for the query.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

Table 18. UC7 – Start the query.

Name

UC7. Start the query

Operators

User

Conditions

User has chosen a timeline for the query.

Description

1. Operator starts the query.

Exceptions

Query does not start.

Result

Operator has started the query.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 19. UC8 – Confirm the query result.

Name

UC8. Confirm the query result

Operators

User

Conditions

System has completed the query.

Description

1. Operator confirms the query result on the monitor.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has confirmed the result of the query.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 20. UC9 – Fill in the missing information.

Name

UC9. Fill in the missing information

Operators

User

Conditions

User has confirmed the result of the query.

Description

1. Operator adds the missing information or a
comment.

Exceptions

There is no need to fill in information.

Result

Operator has added the information, if necessary.

Quantity

0 - 5 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 21. UC10 – Save the information.

Name

UC10. Save the information

Operators

User

Conditions

User has added information, if necessary.
1. Operator saves the added information.

Description

Exceptions
Result

Operator has saved the information.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits
Categories
Table 22. UC11 – Confirm the result

Name

UC11. Confirm the result

Operators

User

Conditions

User has saved the information.

Description

1. Operator confirms the result.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has confirmed that the information has been
updated in the database.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

1.3 Creating a new notification
1.3.1 Process description
Table 23. Creating a new notification.

No.

Name

1.3

Creating a new notification

Description

Process includes creating a new notification to the database.

Operator

User

Performance
goals
Demands

and User has logged in to the application and opened the diary tab.
The database has updated.

suggestions
Process flow
No.

Operator

System

Additional details

User has a need to
write

down

a

notification.
1.

Diary shows a drop- Drop-down list:
down list

under

action column.

the create a query,
create

a

new

notification, create an
interference message,
create

a

Requeste

ticket, Create a FCN
Requeste ticket.
2.

User chooses ‘create a
new notification’ from
the action list.

3.

Diary opens a form for The form includes all
the user to write down a the fields showing on
notification.

the diary tab.

4.

User writes down an

Description

object

object.

for

the

of

the

of

the

notification.
5.

User chooses a starting
time

for

the

notification.
6.

User writes down a

Description

subject

subject.

for

the

notification.
7.

8.

User writes down an

Longer description of

additional information

the

for the notification.

necessary.

User

chooses

notification

if

an

It is not possible to

ending time for the

know the ending time

notification

at the start.

(if

possible).
8.

9.

User writes down a

Status could be for

status

example ‘ready’ or

of

the

notification.

‘started’.

User writes down a

Comment if necessary.

comment

for

the

notification.
10.

User writes down a
marker

of

the

saves

the

Operators own sign.

notification.
11.

User

information
database

in
on

the
the

monitor.
12.

Diary saves the filled
information
database.

in

the

13.

Diary

prints

the

and

fault

execution

register for the user.
14.

Diary reports that the
information

has

been

saved.
13.

User checks the result
on the monitor.

14.
An alternative process flow
No.

Operator or role

System

Additional
information

1.

n/a

Other information
Exeptions
End state

New notification has been created and stored in the database.

Other demands

1.3.2 Use case diagram

Figure 12. Creating a new notification.

1.3.3 Use cases: user
Table 24. UC2 – Choose an action.

Name

UC2. Choose an action

Operators

User

Conditions

User has logged in to the application and opened the diary
tab.

Description

1. Operator chooses the action from the drop-down list.

Exceptions

Action drop-down list is not shown to the user.

Result

Operator has chosen the action according to the needs.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

Operator does not have privileges to see all the actions.

Categories
Table 25. UC12 – Write down an object for the notification.

Name

UC12. Write down an object for the notification

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a new notification’ form.

Description

1. Operator writes down an object for notification.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written an object for the notification.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 26. UC13 – Choose a starting time for the notification.

Name

UC13. Choose a starting time

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a new notification’ form.

Description

1. Operator

chooses

notification.

a

starting

time

for

the

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a starting time for the notification.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 27. UC14 – Write down a subject for the notification.

Name

UC14. Write down a subject for the notification

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a new notification’ form.
1. Operator writes down a subject for the notification.

Description

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written a subject for the notification.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 28. UC15 – Write down an additional information for the notification.

Name

UC15. Write down an additional information for the
notification

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a new notification’ form.

Description

1. Operator writes down additional information if
necessary.

Exceptions

Additional information is not necessary.

Result

Operator has written down additional information for the
notification.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

Table 29. UC16 – Choose an ending time for the notification.

Name

UC16. Choose an ending time for the notification

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a new notification’ form.

Description

1. Operator chooses an ending time for the notification.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen an ending time for the notification.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 30. UC17 – Write down a status for the notification.

Name

UC17. Write down a status

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a new notification’ form.

Description

1. Write down a status for the notification.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written a status for the notification.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 31. UC18 – Write down a comment for the notification.

Name

UC18. Write down a comment for the notification

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a new notification’ form.

Description

1. Operator writes down a comment for the notification.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written a comment for the notification.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 32. UC19 – Write down a marker for the notification.

Name

UC19. Write down a marker for the notification

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a new notification’ form.

Description

1. Operator writes down a marker for the notification.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written down a marker for the notification.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

Table 33. UC10 – Save the information.

Name

UC10. Save the information

Operators

User

Conditions

User has added information, if necessary.
1. Operator saves the added information

Description

Exceptions
Result

Operator has saved the information.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits

Categories
Table 34. UC11 – Confirm the result.

Name

UC11. Confirm the result

Operators

User

Conditions

User has saved the information.

1. Operator confirms the result.

Description

Exceptions
Operator has confirmed that information has been updated

Result

in the database.
Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

1.4 Creating an interference message
1.4.1 Process description
Table 35. Creating an interference message.

No.

Name

1.4

Creating an interference message

Description

Process includes creating and sending an interference
message.
User

Operator
Performance
goals
Demands

and User has logged in to the application and has opened the diary

suggestions

tab.
The database has updated.
Administrator has created forms for interference message.

Process flow
No.

Operator
User has a need to
create an interference
message.

System

Additional details

1.

Diary shows a drop- Drop-down list:
down list

under

action column.

the create a query,
create

a

new

notification, create an
interference message,
create

a

Requeste

ticket, Create a FCN
Requeste ticket.
2.

User chooses ‘create
an

interference

message’

from

the

action list.
3.

Diary

opens

the Empower’s customers

customer menu.

are listed on a dropdown list.

4.

User

chooses

a

customer from the list.
5.

Diary

opens

interference form.

the Administrator

has

created custom forms
for each customer.

6.

User

writes

the

interference message
in the form.
7.

User

saves

the

interference message
in the database on the
monitor.
8.

Diary

saves

the Administrator

has

interference message in created a custom post
the database and sends it list for each customer.
to the customer.

9.

Diary prints an execution
and fault register for the
user.

11.

Diary reports that the
interference message has
been saved and sent to
the customer.

12..

User checks the result
on the monitor.

13.
An alternative process flow
No.

Operator or role

System

Additional
information

1.

n/a

Other information
Exeptions
End state

Interference message has been sent to a customer and stored
in the database.

Other demands

1.4.2 Use case diagram

Figure 13. Creating an interference message.

1.4.3 Use cases: administrator
Table 36. UC20 – Create a form for interference message.

Name

UC20. Create a form for interference message

Operators

Administrator

Conditions

Administrator has logged in to the application

Description

1. Operator selects the update tab
2. Operator chooses ”create interference message
form”
3. Operator fills in the information
4. Operator saves the interference message form.

Exceptions

Application does not start.

Result

Operator has created a new interference message form for
the users or updated an old one.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

If operator does not have administrator privileges, the update
tab is hidden.

Categories

1.4.4 Use cases: user
Table 37. UC2 – Choose an action.

Name

UC2. Choose an action

Operators

User

Conditions

User has logged in to the application and opened the diary
tab.

Description

1. Operator chooses an action from the drop-down list

Exceptions

Action drop-down list is not visible to the user.

Result

Operator has chosen the action according to the needs.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

Operator does not have privileges to see all the actions.

Categories
Table 38. UC21 – Choose a customer for the interference message.

Name

UC21. Choose the customer for the interference message

Operators

User

Conditions

User has chosen the action ‘create an interference message’

Description

1. Operator chooses a customer for the interference
message.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a customer for the interference
message.

Quantity

0 - 10 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 39. UC22 – Write the interference message.

Name

UC22. Write the interference message

Operators

User

Conditions

User has chosen a customer for the interference message

Description

1. Operator writes the interference message in a
customer’s interference message form.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written the interference message in the
message form.

Quantity

0 - 10 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 40. UC10 – Save the information.

Name

UC10. Save the information

Operators

User

Conditions

User has added information, if necessary.
1. Operator saves the added information

Description

Exceptions
Result

Operator has saved the information.

Quantity

0 - 10 times a month.

Limits

No limits

Categories
Table 41. UC11 – Confirm the result.

Name

UC11. Confirm the result

Operators

User

Conditions

User has saved the information.
1. Operator confirms the result.

Description

Exceptions
Result

Operator has confirmed that the information has been
updated in the database.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

1.5 Creating a Requeste ticket
1.5.1 Process description
Table 42. Creating a Requeste ticket.

No.

Name

1.5

Creating a Requeste ticket

Description

Process includes creating ticket to Requeste application.

Operator

User

Performance
goals
Demands

and User has logged in to the application and opened the diary tab.
The database has updated.

suggestions

Administrator has created a form for Requeste ticket.
Process flow
No.

Operator

System

Additional details

User has a need to
create a ticket for
Requeste application.
1.

Diary shows a drop- Drop-down list:
down

list

under

the create a query,

action column.

create

a

new

notification, create an
interference message,
create

a

Requeste

ticket, Create a FCN
Requeste ticket.
2.

User chooses ‘create a
Request ticket’ from
the action list.

3.

Diary opens the form for
the Requeste ticket.

4.

User writes a title for
the Requeste ticket.

5.

User

chooses

an

assigned person for the
Requeste ticket.
6.

User
customer

chooses
for

Requeste ticket.

a
the

7.

User

chooses

founder

for

a
the

Requeste ticket.
8.

User writes down a
description

for

the

Requeste ticket.
9.

User sets a status for
the Requeste ticket.

10.

User

saves

information
database

in
on

the
the
the

monitor.
11.

Diary saves the Requeste
ticket in the database and
sends it to the Requeste
application.

12.

Diary prints an execution
and fault register for the
user.

13.

Diary reports that the
information

has

been

saved and the Requeste
ticket has been sent to
the Requeste application.
14.

User checks the result
on the monitor.

15.
An alternative process flow
No.

Operator or role

System

Additional
information

1.

n/a

Other information
Exeptions

Requeste ticket has been created to the Requeste application

End state

and stored in the database.
Other demands

1.5.2 Use case diagram

Figure 14. Creating a Requeste ticket.

1.5.3 Use cases: administrator
Table 43. UC23 – Create a form for a Requeste ticket.

Name

UC23. Create a form for a Requeste ticket

Operators

Administrator

Conditions

Administrator has logged in to the application

Description

1. Operator selects the update tab
2. Operator choose ”create a Requeste form”
3. Operator fills in the information
4. Operator saves the Requeste form.

Exceptions

Application does not start.

Result

Operator has created a new Requeste form for users or
updated an old one.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

If the operator does not have administrator privileges the

Limits

update tab is hidden.
Categories

1.5.4 Use cases: user
Table 44. UC2 – Choose an action.

Name

UC2. Choose an action

Operators

User

Conditions

User has logged in to the application and opened the diary
tab.

Description

1. Operator chooses the action from a drop-down list.

Exceptions

Action drop-down list is not visible to the user.

Result

Operator has chosen the action according to the needs.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

Operator does not have privileges to see all the actions.

Categories
Table 45. UC24 – Write a title for the Requeste ticket.

Name

UC24. Write a title for the Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a Requeste’ form.

Description

1. Operator writes a title for the Requeste ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written a title for the Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 10 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

Table 46. UC25 – Choose a responsible for the Requeste ticket.

Name

UC25. Choose a responsible for the Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a Requeste’ form.

Description

1. Operator chooses a responsible for the Requeste
ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a responsible for the Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 10 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 47. UC26 – Choose a customer for the Requeste ticket.

Name

UC26. Choose a customer for the Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a Requeste’ form.

Description

1. Operator chooses the customer for the Requeste
ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a customer for the Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 10 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 48. UC27 – Choose a founder for the Requeste ticket.

Name

UC27. Choose a founder for the Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a Requeste’ form.

Description

1. Operator chooses who has founded the issue for the
Requeste ticket. Founder is a person who can give
additional information.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a founder for the Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 10 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 49. UC28 – Write a description for the Requeste ticket.

Name

UC28. Write a description for the Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

Application has opened ‘create a Requeste’ form.

Description

1. Operator writes a description considering the issue
of the Requeste ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written a description for the Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 10 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 50. UC10 – Save the information.

Name

UC10. Save the information

Operators

User

Conditions

User has added information, if necessary.

Description

1. Operator saves the added information.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has saved the information.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

Table 51. UC11 – Confirm the result.

Name

UC11. Confirm the result

Operators

User

Conditions

User has saved the information.
1. Operator confirms the result.

Description

Exceptions
Operator has confirmed that information has been updated

Result

in the database.
Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

1.6 Creating a FCN Requeste ticket
1.6.1 Process description
Table 52. Creating a FCN Requeste ticket.

No.

Name

1.5

Creating a FCN Requeste ticket

Description

Process includes creating a ticket for FCN Requeste
application.
User

Operator
Performance
goals
Demands

and User has logged in to the application and has opened the diary

suggestions

tab.
The database is updated.
Administrator has created a form for FCN Requeste ticket.

Process flow
No.

Operator

System

Additional details

User has a need to
create a ticket to the
FCN

Requeste

application.
1.

Diary shows a drop- Drop-down list:
down

list

under

the create a query,

action column.

create

a

new

notification, create an
interference message,
create

a

Requeste

ticket, Create a FCN
Requeste ticket.
2.

User chooses ‘create a
FCN Requeste ticket’
from the action list.

3.

Diary opens a form for
the FCN Requeste ticket.

4.

User chooses a type
for the FCN Requeste
ticket.

5.

User chooses a state
for the FCN Requeste
ticket.

6.

User writes a contact’s

Contact’s name can be

name for the FCN

found from Zabbix.

Requeste ticket.
7.

Application
automatically sets the
creating date and time
for the FCN Requeste
ticket.

8.

User writes down a

Station

title

name

for

the

FCN

Requeste ticket.

identifier,
and

address

from Zabbix will be
marked as a title.

9.

User

chooses

a

customer for the FCN
Requeste ticket.
10.

Application sets a feeder
of the FCN Requeste
ticket according to the
login information.

11.

User writes a short
description

of

the

chooses

a

fault.
12.

User

FCN-Kunnossapito

product for the FCN

will always be the

Requeste ticket.

product for the FCN
Requeste ticket.

13.

User chooses an area
of responsibility for
the

FCN

Requeste

ticket.
14.

User

chooses

a

responsible person for
the

FCN

Requeste

ticket.
15.

User chooses a priority

Priority

will

be

a

for the FCN Requeste

selected number from

ticket

1 to 4 according to the
FCN Requeste ticket
instruction.

16.

User

saves

information

in

the
the

database

on

the

monitor.
17.

Diary saves the filled
Requeste in the database
and sends it to the FCN
Requeste application.

18.

Diary prints an execution
and fault register for the
user.

19.

Diary

reports

information

has

that
been

saved and FCN Requeste
ticket has been sent to
the

FCN

Requeste

application.
20.

User checks the result
on the monitor.

An alternative process flow
No.

Operator or role

System

Additional
information

1.

n/a

Other information
Exeptions
End state

FCN Requeste ticket has created for the FCN Requeste
application and stored in the database.

Other demands

1.6.2 Use case diagram

Figure 15. Creating a FCN Requeste ticket.

1.6.3 Use cases: administrator
Table 53. UC29 – Create a form for a FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC29. Create a form for a FCN Requeste ticket

Operators

Administrator

Conditions

Administrator has signed in to the application

Description

1. Operator selects the update tab.
2. Operator chooses ‘create a Requeste form’.
3. Operator fill in the information.
4. Operator saves the Requeste form.

Exceptions

Application does not start.

Result

Operator has created a new FCN Requeste form for the users
or updated an old one.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

If operator does not have administrator privileges, the update

Limits

tab is hidden.
Categories

1.6.4 Use cases: user
Table 54. UC2 – Choose an action.

Name

UC2. Choose an action

Operators

User

Conditions

User has logged in to the application and opened the diary
tab.

Description

1. Operator chooses an action from the drop-down list.

Exceptions

Action drop-down list is not visible to the user.

Result

Operator has chosen the action according to the needs.

Quantity

0 - 10 times a day.

Limits

Operator does not have privileges to see all the actions.

Categories
Table 55. UC30 – Choose a type for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC30. Choose a type for the FCN Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator chooses a type for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a type for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

Table 56. UC31 – Choose a state for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC31. Choose a state for the FCN Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator chooses a state for the FCN Requeste
ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a state for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 57. UC32 – Write a contact name for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC32. Write a contact name for the FCN Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator writes a contact name for the FCN
Requeste ticket form.

Exceptions
Operator has written a contact name on the FCN Requeste

Result

ticket form.
Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 58. UC33 – Write a title for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC33. Write a title for the FCN Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator writes a title for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written a title for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 59. UC34 – Choose a customer for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC34. Choose a customer for the FCN Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator chooses a customer for the FCN Requeste
ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a customer for the FCN Requeste
ticket.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 60. UC35 – Write a description of a fault for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC35. Write a description of the fault for FCN Requeste
ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator writes a short description of the fault for the
FCN Requeste ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has written a short description for the FCN
Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 61. UC36 – Choose a product for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC36. Choose a product for the FCN Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator chooses a product for the FCN Requeste
ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a product for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 62. UC37 – Choose an area of responsibility for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC37. Choose an area of responsibility for the FCN
Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator chooses an area of responsibility for the
FCN Requeste ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen an area of responsibility for the FCN
Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 63. UC38 – Choose a responsible person for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC38. Choose a responsible person for the FCN Requeste
ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator chooses a responsible person for the FCN
Requeste ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a responsible person for the FCN
Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 64. UC39 – Choose a priority for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Name

UC39. Choose a priority for the FCN Requeste ticket

Operators

User

Conditions

The diary application has opened a FCN Requeste ticket
form.

Description

1. Operator chooses a priority for the FCN Requeste
ticket.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has chosen a priority for the FCN Requeste ticket.

Quantity

0 - 1 times a month.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

Table 65. UC10 – Save the information.

Name

UC10. Save the information

Operators

User

Conditions

User has added information, if necessary.
1. Operator saves the added information.

Description

Exceptions
Result

Operator has saved the information.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories
Table 66. UC11 – Confirm the result.

Name

UC11. Confirm the result

Operators

User

Conditions

User has saved the information.

Description

1. Operator confirms the result.

Exceptions
Result

Operator has confirmed that the information has been
updated in the database.

Quantity

0 - 20 times a day.

Limits

No limits.

Categories

